FBI Agent Suspected in Hillary Email Leaks Found Dead in Apparent Murder-Suicide

An FBI agent believed to be responsible for the latest email leaks was found dead in an apparent murder-suicide early Saturday morning, according to police.
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GOOD NEWS: HIV/AIDS cure finally FOUND, Doctors confirm | Health Care Public

GOOD NEWS: HIV/AIDS cure finally FOUND, Doctors confirm July 28, 2016 lussy
Doctors in Barcelona, Spain believe they have found the cure to HIV – the...
A staple of ballparks and malls, Dippin' Dots has billed itself as the ice cream of the future.
BREAKING: “Tens of thousands” of fraudulent Clinton votes found in Ohio warehouse
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We're committed to offering our readers the best possible information to help...
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New Zealand Tourist Dies After Trying To Take ‘Alligator Selfie’ In Pensacola

Last updated Apr 13, 2017

A 26-year old woman from New Zealand on vacation in Pensacola has died in a tragic accident after she reportedly attempted to ‘take a selfie with an alligator’ on the Edward Ball nature trail. Witnesses at the scene claimed that they warned the woman that the alligator was moving behind her, but she was too slow to react before it struck, seizing her legs and dragging her into the lake.
BREAKING: Trump Just Named EPA Chief - Liberals Are Going To FREAK OUT!

There’s nothing I love more than hearing liberals crying over Trump’s cabinet picks. While I’m not the biggest Trump fan myself, the fact that he’s able to...
Fake News ‘Epidemic’ Turn Out To Be False

The recent furor around the prevalence of fake news on social media turns out to be based on fake news stories published by the mainstream media.
**Ideological Placement of Each Source’s Audience**

Average ideological placement on a 10-point scale of ideological consistency of those who got news from each source in the past week...

American Trends Panel (wave 1). Survey conducted March 19–April 20, 2014. (22) Based on all web respondents. Ideological consistency based on a scale of 10 political values questions (see About the Survey for more details.) ThinkProgress, DailyKos, Mother Jones, and The Ed Schultz Show are not included in this graphic because audience sample sizes are too small to analyze.
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